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Cretan culture, source of inspiration
UNDER THE AUSPICES

Branding Heritage brings ‘Contemporary Minoans’
at the Museum of London

The conference was held at the Terrace
Gallery of the Museum of London

Branding Heritage (BH) Cultural Organisation designed a multifaceted event in London
dedicated to the Cretan culture, inviting distinguished academics and designers from all
over the world to showcase the everlasting influence of the Minoans, Europe’s earliest
advanced European civilisation, on the global contemporary creation scene. This
event entitled ‘Contemporary Minoans: Cretan culture, source of inspiration’, followsup on the successful experiential events ‘Cooking like Minoans’ & ‘Contemporary
Minoans’ implemented by BH at the birthplace of Minoan culture, Crete (May 2018),
in collaboration with the Region of Crete, Heraklion Archaeological Museum and the
Knossos Research Centre of British School at Athens, in the presence of HRH The
Prince of Wales. The event was held with the support of the Region of Crete and the
Greek National Tourism Organisation (GNTO) UK & Ireland, under the auspices of
the Hellenic Ministries of Culture, Tourism and the Embassy of Greece to the United
Kingdom. It was addressed by GNTO President Angela Gerekou and SecretaryGeneral Dimitris Fragakis, Region of Crete Commissioner for Tourism Kyriakos
Kotsoglou and BH Founder, journalist Katerina Frentzou.
From the innovative dances of Sergei Diaghilev (Ballets Russes) to Ted Shawn, from
William Blake’s Minotaur to Pablo Picasso’s groundbreaking artworks inspired by the
Labyrinth’s mythical creature and from Mariano Fortuny’s celebrated Knossos scarf
to Karl Lagerfeld and Sophia Kokosalaki, the Minoans, Europe’s earliest advanced
civilisation, continue to capture the imagination of archaeologists and artists alike.

Marianna Vardinoyannis book about women
in Minoan society was offered to journalists
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SPEAKERS & AGENDA

Contemporary Minoans
GUEST SPEAKER

Mary KATRANTZOU | Fashion Designer

SPECIAL message
Claude PICASSO | Head of Picasso Administration
Pablo Picasso and the Minotaur #art

CREATIVE TALKS
Maria LEMOS | Founder of Rainbowwave #fashion_industry
Marios SCHWAB | Designer #fashion
Polina ELLIS | Archaeologist - Designer #jewellery
Nikos ZIARKAS | Balothizer Band #music

CLOSING address

Yiannis POLITIS | Painter of Knossos Palace

WORKSHOP
Opening addresses

Maria Sigma Woven Textiles #loom

Kyriakos KOTSOGLOU | Commissioner for Tourism Region of Crete
Angela GEREKOU | President of the Greek National Tourism Organisation
Dimitris FRAGAKIS | Secretary General of the Greek National Tourism Organisation
Katerina FRENTZOU | Journalist, Founder of Branding Heritage

Moderators
Elis KISS | Journalist, Fashion Features Director Vogue Greece
Olga STAVROPOULOU | Founder & Managing Partner
Militos Consulting S.A. & BH expert

TRIBUTE to Sophia Kokosalaki

EXHIBITION ARTISTS

Harriet QUICK | Journalist, Contributing Editor, Vogue UK
Sarah MOWER MBE | Chief Critic Voguerunway
& British Fashion Council Ambassador for Emerging Talent

Alekos Fassianos #artist #painter
Adrian Fisher #mazedesign
Alexandra Bissa #loom #textile #handwoven
Ancient Greek Sandals #ancient #fashion
Diana Wardle #ancient #fashion #reconstruction
Ergon Mykonos #loom #fashion
Faye Chatzi #loom #fashion #handwoven
Lilah Clarke #ceramicist #pottery
Loukia Orfanou #artist #mosaic
Maria Sigma Textiles #loom #sustainable #textiles
Marios Schwab #fashiondesign
Mary Katrantzou #fashiondesign
Polina Ellis #jewellerydesign
Tereza Valavani #artist #collage
The Artians #fashion #patterns

PANEL TALKS
Nicoletta MOMIGLIANO | Professor Aegean Studies, University of Bristol
The Minoan past in the present #archaeology
Adrian FISHER | Maze Designer
Following the steps of Daedalus and his mythical Labyrinth #design
Ilaria CALOI | Lecturer Aegean Prehistory, Ca’ Foscari University of Venice
The Minoan-inspired Knossos scarves by Mariano Fortuny #fashion
Diana WARDLE | Honorary Research Fellow, University of Birmingham
Knossos and Petsofa: female minoan fashion #fashion
Dr. Jerolyn MORRISON | Archaeologist, Founder Minoan Tastes
Cooking like Minoans #gastronomy
Lilah CLARKE | Ceramicist
Minoan pots and Theodore Fyfe #pottery

‘The Minotaur’, Alekos Fassianos for BH

TRIBUTE TO SOPHIA KOKOSALAKI
The event was dedicated to the renowned fashion designer Sophia Kokosalaki, with
Cretan origins, who passed away unexpectedly in October 2019. Tribute to her
creative genius and exceptional personality was paid by chief critic Voguerunway, British
Fashion Council Ambassador for Emerging Talent Sarah Mower MBE and journalist,
contributing editor at Vogue UK Harriet Quick, at the presence of members of the
designer’s family - mother Stella Kokosalaki, daughter and partner in life Antony Baker,
also the brand’s managing director. Legendary British journalist and fashion critic,
International Vogue Editor, Suzy Menkes OBE, an ardent enthusiast of Kokosalaki’s
work, honoured the event with her presence. Sophia Kokosalaki selected creations
were exhibited at the event, including the piece of jewellery she created especially for
the BH Minoan Collection back in 2018 - a silver necklace inspired by minoan swords
from Arkalochori Cave, an exhibit of the Heraklion Archaeological Museum.

Contemporary Minoans

Harriet Quick

Sarah Mower MBE

Katerina Frentzou, Antony
Baker, Stella Kokosalaki
Suzy Menkes OBE

The two prominent British journalists pointed out that even the most sceptical of
English fashion had recognised her talent. Mower reminisced about how when she
first saw her clothes, memories came to her mind of her first visit to Crete when
she was a child. Quick talked about Sophia’s love for her family and the island of
Crete, her immense techique of drapery, but also the feeling she gave that she was
always ready to embark on mission impossible. Katerina Frentzou mentioned that
her unique work showcasing the Greek culture worldwide was one of the reasons
that led her to create Branding Heritage.

Honorary Distinction
In May 2018, Sophia Kokosalaki was
honoured by Branding Heritage and
the Region of Crete at the Heraklion
Archaeological Museum for her
valuable contribution to the promotion
of the Greek heritage and the Minoan
culture on the international fashion
scene. The distinction was given within
the framework of the multifaceted
cultural event ‘Contemporary Minoans’
and ‘Cooking like Minoans’ held in
presence of HRH The Prince of Wales.

PANEL TALKS

Contemporary Minoans

Speakers #design #pottery #fashion #archaeology #gastronomy
Highly interesting interventions were made on the ways the Minoan culture has
influenced and inspired contemporary creation worldwide by distinguished academics
and designers from Europe and beyond. Among them: Adrian Fisher who is considered
one of the world’s the world’s leading maze designers having created more than 700
mazes across 32 countries.The British designer explained how labyrinth is still so relevant
and contemporary. Ceramicist Lilah Clarke talked about how her grandfather, the
architect of Sir Arthur Evans, Theodore Fyfe, was an inspiration for her contemporary
work in pottery. Honorary Research Fellow at the University of Birmingham Diana
Wardle shared her expertise on experimental archaeological research related to
Greek prehistoric era costumes, presenting two of them at the exhibition.

Ilaria Caloi

Dr. Jerolyn Morrison

Nicoletta Momigliano

Professor of Aegean Studies at the University of Bristol Nicoletta Momigliano illustrated
how the Minoan past has inspired a great variety of modern cultural practices from
early 20th century to today. Examples included Neo-Minoan architecture, modern
ballet, paintings, textiles and music. Lecturer of Aegean Prehistory at Venice Ca’ Foscari
University Ilaria Caloi talked about Marianno Fortuny, the first European designer who
integrated Minoan symbols in fashion creating the ‘Knossos Scarve’. Archaeologist and
Founder of Minoan Tastes Dr. Jerolyn Morisson explained how we still use authentic
flavours of ancient Crete in modern gastronomy and talked about her passion
for cooking ‘like a Minoan’, in pots she creates herself from cretan clay.. The event
was moderated by BH Expert and Managing Partner at Militos Consulting Olga
Stavropoulou and journalist & Fashion Features Director at Vogue Greece, Elis Kiss.
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CREATIVE TALKS & CRETAN MUSIC

Speakers #fashion_industry #fashion #jewellery #music

Maria Lemos, Marios Schwab

At the Creative Talks that followed, founder of
Rainbowwave Maria Lemos, who also curated BH
exhibition, Greek-Austrian fashion designer Marios
Schwab and archaeologist- jewelry designer Dr. Polina
Ellis shared their journeys from cultural heritage to
cultural entrepreneurship and the added value of
cultural platforms. The dialogue was moderated by
journalist & Fashion Features Director at Vogue Greece
Elis Kiss. The event ended with a musical performance
by member of the London-based Balothizer band Cretan Music from hell - Nikos Ziarkas. The young
musician captivated the audience with his lute.

SPECIAL GUEST
Mary Katrantzou #fashiondesign

Polina Ellis

Sarah Mower MBE, Mary Katrantzou

Internationally renowned Greek
designer Mary Katrantzou spoke to
Sarah Mower MBE and Elis Kiss about
her passion for Greek heritage and
the way she expresses this passion
through her creations. She also talked
about her recent collaboration with
Marianna Vardinoyannis and the Elpida
Association, helping raise awareness
for children with cancer through a oneof-a-kind fashion show at the Temple
of Poseidon in Greece. Katrantzou
praised the legacy of Sophia Kokosalaki
in world fashion and explained how
Sophia and her short internship at
Sophia’s atelier was an inspiration for
her to pursue a career in fashion and
realise her dream.

Nikos Ziarkas

Mary Katrantzou creations inspired by Greek heritage

SPECIAL INTERVENTIONS
Honorary Presence

Contemporary Minoans
Special Message

Yiannis Politis

Knossos Palace painter and conservator Yiannis Politis honoured the event with
his presence and moved the audience when stating that he has been serving this
monument of the first European civilisation “like a priest”, praying every day for the
last 25 years to be worthy of this role. He created especially for BH exhibition a design
depicting a special place inside the palace, that is not accessible to the public.

Yiannis Politis inside Knossos Palace

Head of Picasso Administration Claude Picasso addressed the audience with
a written message, sharing his insights on the Cretan culture and his father’s
Pablo Picasso inspiration from the Minotaur
Dear friends,
I wish to thank Stavros Arnaoutakis, Regional Governor of Crete and Katerina Frentzou,
founder of Branding Heritage for inviting me to the Contemporary Minoans event. I am
sorry that I could not be with you, but all speakers are far more suitable than me to
talk about Crete. I first visited Crete in 1962 together with my mother, Françoise Gilot;
I hold a special memory of a trip we took with our friends, Yannis & Efi Sakellarakis. We
visited Archanes excavation site and the southeast part of the island, where I felt like
“being back home”. I remember feasting on the Lasithi plateau with the best “patatoúles”
(potatoes in Greek) in the whole world! The archaeological sites of astonishing beauty; the
heartwarming hospitality of kind and spirited Cretans; the ubiquitous ancient culture; they
are all forever kept in my memories of Crete.
Although Pablo Picasso had never been in Greece or Crete, he was inspired by the
Minoan civilisation and especially the myth of the Minotaur who is depicted in paintings
and engravings, alongside ceramic pieces which constitute a connecting link throughout the
centuries.
Thank you,
Claude Picasso

EXHIBITION

Contemporary Minoans

In the frame of the event, Branding Heritage invited European artists who transform
history into creativity, to create a contemporary piece of art, (garment, jewel, painting,
mosaic) with Minoan references to be part of BH Minoan collection and to be exhibited
at the Museum of London. Among them painters Alekos Fassianos and Yannis Politis,
ceramist Lilah Clarke, artists Loukia Orfanou and Tereza Valavani, Fashion Designers
Mary Katrantzou, Marios Schwab, Faye Chatzi, Fashion Brands Ergon Mykonos, Ancient
Greek Sandals, The Artians, Jewel Designer Polina Ellis, Textile Designers Alexandra
Bissa and Maria Sigma Textiles, Maze Designer Adrian Fisher. Researcher Archaeologist
Diana Wardle presented two garments, reconstructions of Minoan clothes based on
archaeological evidence. BH Minoan collection which includes until today more than
30 artworks is continually enriched. The aim is to showcase the everlasting influence
and wide representation of the Minoan culture on contemporary creation.

1.

1-2. ‘Thera’ blazer and ‘Gaia’ dress from SS17 collection by Mary Katrantzou

2.

3.

4.

3. ‘Minotaur Sandal’ by Ancient Greek Sandals 4. Reconstruction of a Minoan woman’s outfit
based on archaeological evidence by Diana Wardle

EXHIBITION

Contemporary Minoans

Clay vessel depicting an octopus, inspired by
Minoan marine-style painting by Lilah Clarke

Outfit from textile made in the loom
by Ergon Mykonos, inspired by the
Snake Goddess

‘Red Minoan Dress’, Mosaic creation on plywood, inspired by the clay model of a dress
found along with the Snake Goddess by Loukia Orfanou

Black dress by Sophia Kokosalaki

Textile design inspired by Minoan frescoes by
Alexandra Bissa and garment inspired by ‘The
Bees of Malia’ by The Artians

EXHIBITION

Contemporary Minoans

5.

6.

2.
1

1.

8.

3.

4.

1. ‘Minotaur Dress’, handmade silk dress with gold thread made in the loom by Faye Chatzi
2. Dress with Minoan references from Sophia Kokosalaki S/S 2002 collection 3. Silver rhodium plated cuff inspired by the Minotaur’s myth by Polina Ellis 4. Dress inspired by the Snake
Goddess by Marios Schwab

7.

9.

5. ‘The Minotaur’, pencil drawing on paper by Alekos Fassianos 6. Graphic illustration of
dolphins shaping a ‘’labyrinth’’ by Adrian Fisher 7-8. ‘The Minotaur of Time’ & ‘Labyrinths
of Love’ collage artworks by Tereza Valavani 9. Oil pastel design portraying part of Queen’s
bathroom at Knossos Palace by Yannis Politis

WORKSHOP

Contemporary Minoans

‘Inspired by my
Greek heritage
and by the colour
palette of the British
landscape, i make
vibrant, but minimal,
contemporary
textiles that
creatively interpret
long-established
traditional craft
techniques and
styles’
Maria demonstrated her unique process of weaving,
attracting the interest of the audience

Crafting an ancient thread
The event also featured a live workshop reproducing the ancient technique of weaving
on the loom by Maria Stavropoulou, founder of Maria Sigma Textiles, an award-winning
textile brand specialising in ‘zero waste’ hand-woven textiles for interiors based in
London. This young Greek weaver keeps the art of the loom alive in London. Maria
created especially for Branding Heritage Minoan Collection ‘Asterion’ (the name of
the Minotaur), a hand-woven textile (see above). The textile is made with two warps
of natural undyed British wool with recycled cotton rope, hand-spanned waste wool,
recycled linen rope and sunshine orange yarn made with waste silk saris.

PEOPLE

Contemporary Minoans

Yiannis Politis, Katerina Frentzou,
Suzy Menkes, Elis Kiss

Stella Kokosalaki, Angela Gerekou,
Mary Katrantzou

Polina Ellis, Maria Adamaki,
founder of Minoan Spora

Sarah Mower, Katerina Frentzou,
Harriet Quick

Suzy Menkes, Elis Kiss

Katerina Frentzou, Marietta Karpathiou,
founder of Ergon Mykonos

Katerina Frentzou, Dimitris Fragakis, Angela Gerekou, Kyriakos Kotsoglou

Olga Stavropoulou, Angela Gerekou,
Katerina Frentzou, Maria Kalitsi

Mary Katrantzou, Katerina Frentzou

Katerina Frentzou, Nicoletta Momigliano, Ilaria Caloi,
Jerolyn Morrison

PRESS & MEDIA SPONSORS

Contemporary Minoans

How does our cultural heritage impact today’s creative dynamics? How can we capitalise
on the richness of our ancient past in contemporary creation? Unleashing the creative
potential, the Branding Heritage Cultural Organisation highlights the worldwide influence
of ancient Greek culture as an everlasting source of inspiration for contemporary
designers and creators across borders. BH is devoted to promote cultural heritage,
to foster creativity, production and entrepreneurship, to develop cultural audience
and to produce cultural value. BH also supports the revival of ancient techniques and
showcases artistic creation that pays tribute to the global Greek heritage.
www. brandingheritage.org | info@brandingheritage.org
BrandingHeritageProject
Branding Heritage
branding_heritage
Special thanks for their invaluable support to our
SP O NS O RS & S U PP O RT ERS

